Interventional studies using 31 P Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) are typically designed to detect changes in the levels of metabolites integral to tissue bioenergetics, namely, adenosinetriphosphate (ATP), phosphocreatine (PCr) and inorganic phosphate (Pi). Use of a repetition time (TR) similar to, or shorter than, metabolite T1's is common in 31 P MRS of biological samples and living systems in order to improve signal−to−noise ratio. However, spectral resonances acquired with short TR values exhibit saturation effects that are generally corrected using saturation factors measured with a longer TR at the control phase of an intervention (1,4). Such corrections may lead to large errors in quantification in the presence of chemical exchange or if T1's change throughout the experiment. We describe an approach to quantification in the setting of such chemical-kinetic changes which is based on performing ongoing dual−angle measurements (O-DAM) throughout an experiment.
Introduction
Interventional studies using 31 P Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) are typically designed to detect changes in the levels of metabolites integral to tissue bioenergetics, namely, adenosinetriphosphate (ATP), phosphocreatine (PCr) and inorganic phosphate (Pi). Use of a repetition time (TR) similar to, or shorter than, metabolite T1's is common in 31 P MRS of biological samples and living systems in order to improve signal−to−noise ratio. However, spectral resonances acquired with short TR values exhibit saturation effects that are generally corrected using saturation factors measured with a longer TR at the control phase of an intervention (1, 4) . Such corrections may lead to large errors in quantification in the presence of chemical exchange or if T1's change throughout the experiment. We describe an approach to quantification in the setting of such chemical-kinetic changes which is based on performing ongoing dual−angle measurements (O-DAM) throughout an experiment.
In particular, the goal of the present work was to analyze the ability of O-DAM to provide correct metabolite measurements in the setting of changing metabolite levels, chemical exchange rates, and T1's. O-DAM is a local-in-time saturation correction method based upon use of an apparent T1 calculated at sequential pairs of steady-state data acquisition time points acquired with different flip angles, α and β (2,3). Here, we extend this by evaluating the effects of changes in metabolite levels, T1's, and reaction rates, and compare the results with those obtained using the conventional correction for partial saturation. We use parameters appropriate to the perfused rat heart as our model system. 
Results
The accuracy of the correction for partial saturation using the O-DAM and conventional corrections for the simulated cardiac hypoxia experiment are shown in Figure 1 . As seen, the O-DAM correction resulted in substantially improved quantification accuracy as compared to the conventional correction, particularly as hypoxia progressed. In contrast to the case with conventional correction, varying M 0 's, T1's, and reaction rates throughout the course of the experiment had little effect on the performance of the O-DAM correction (Figure 2) . Figure 3 shows the signal intensity of PCr obtained from 31 P MRS of a perfused rat heart, with and without O-DAM correction; note alternation of signal intensities, reflecting use of alternating flip angles.
Discussion
Metabolite quantification is of importance in 31 P studies of tissue bioenergetics and has formed the basis of innumerable studies of cellular, tissue, and organism response to metabolic stress, and of bioenergetic baseline differences between groups. Comparison of the time course of metabolite changes in intervention protocols between experimental groups defines relative sensitivity to stress and capacity for energy repletion after e.g. reflow, reoxygenation, or discontinuation of stimulation. Partial saturation effects in these experiments have traditionally been corrected by use of saturation factors measured during a control period; however, this approach does not account for the chemical exchange exhibited in biological systems nor for changes in reaction rates and T1's (4). Our simulations indicate that the O-DAM correction can lead to markedly improved quantification accuracy in dynamic experiments in which these chemical-kinetic parameters vary. These results can readily be extended to other 31 P studies of other organ systems, including skeletal muscle and brain. In conclusion, the O-DAM correction procedure permits accurate monitoring of metabolite concentrations even in the setting of chemical exchange and changing chemical-kinetic parameters.
